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INVESTMENT POINTS 

 Low capital development potential: DDD should be able to recommence 
production using existing mining lease infrastructure with some capital 
upgrades (<A$5M) for a 275ktpa plant capable of producing 30-40kozpa of Au 
in concentrate. Metallurgy is favourable with coarse gold easily recovered. 

 Cashflow potential: Initial mining at 120k-150ktpa could generate A$15-
$20Mpa cashflow (A$2500-2700/oz assumed gold price, AISC A$1469/oz at 
3.4g/t head grade) with open cut and underground potential identified. 

 Plant expansion potential: Our conceptual NPV scenarios at spot gold 
(A$2500/oz) using an 8% discount rate range from A$60M to A$310M, the 
latter based on future plant expansion to 500ktpa (mining at 4-5g/t Au). 

 High grade exploration: With more than 800koz mined historically at Adelong 
from 1871 to 1942 (typical underground grades were >30g/t Au) there is good 
potential for gold resources to be present both across the extensive strike 
length of parallel shear zones, and at depth in many areas. We see bonanza 
grade potential (past drill results up to 68g/t Au and regularly 5-15g/t). 

 Adding ounces cheaply: The existing JORC Resource of 180koz is 47% 
Measured and Indicated. Further drilling is planned in coming months to 
potentially define resources and upgrade Inferred Resources to the Indicated 
category. We see potential for >0.5Moz in time. 

 Cosmo-Newberry IPO: Shareholders in DDD are likely to benefit from an in-
specie distribution 1Q21. This underexplored greenstone belt lies between the 
Laverton Greenstone Belt and the Yamarna Greenstone Belt (Gruyere deposit 
of Gold Road is +6Moz, ASX: GOR). 
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3D Resources (ASX: DDD)

3D Resources Limited (ASX: DDD)      
High grade NSW gold mine in pre-development 

Share Price: A$0.005 Speculative Buy 

 

3D Resources has a JORC (2012) Resource of 1.8Mt @ 3.1g/t Au 
(180koz) at Adelong, which has grown by 42% since acquisition 
in May 2020 based on re-processing historical data.  

We are attracted to the high-grade gold potential, growing 
resource and the opportunity for cashflow with mine approvals 
and development already in place for production in 2021. 

We have a Speculative Buy, with a 12-month target price of 
2.0cps, predicated on the ability of the company to progress 
low-cost mine development options and continue to grow 
resources to support an expanded plant and longer mine life. 

The recent A$200M acquisition of the Dargues Reef Mine in NSW 
by Aurelia Metals (ASX: AMI) illustrates upside potential here. 

 

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
    

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
     
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
     
   
   

COMPANY STATISTICS 
 

 

 

Exploration/Development (A$M)

Corporate (A$M)

Exploration/(Expl.+ Corporate) (%)

Funding duration at current burn (years)

Shares on issue (pr end) (M shares)

Drilling - RAB/Aircore (m)

Drilling - RC/Diamond (m)

Land holding ('000 ha)*

Capital raisings (A$M)

Other funds recieved (A$M)

Cash (A$M)

Cash backing (Ac/share)

* Tenements held and under application. Quarters refer to calendar year. Drill metres are RCR estimates.

1.26 1.11 0.16 0.41 3.11

0.1

0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 3.0

0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0

4.001.57 0.00 0.47 2.34

8

1,000 0 0 0 4,000

95 95 87 95

0

3615 3615 1107 3331 4186

0 0 0 0

0.7

8144 47 33 83

0.80

Year End June Sep-20A Dec-20E FY19A FY20A

0.40 0.45 0.46 0.36

FY21F

0.31 0.40 0.23 1.73 3.50
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COMPANY COMMENT 
 
Overview: In May 2020, 3D Resources (ASX: DDD) 
purchased the Adelong Gold Project from receivers of 
Challenger Gold Mines Ltd (private group) for A$1.4M. 

The mine infrastructure includes >700m of underground 
adits, and processing facilities which last operated in 2017. 

Since acquisition, DDD has upgraded the resource 42% to 
181koz (1.8Mt @ 3.1g/t Au, 47% Measured and Indicated 
JORC 2012). Grade appears understated based on previous 
bulk sampling, high grade nature of ore at the mine and 
historical mining records. Grade upside is a key part of our 
investment thesis based on a review of geology. 

The presence of granted mining leases and existing mining 
and processing infrastructure on-site enables a potential 
rapid resumption of mining subject to appropriate funding, 
planning and approvals in 2021. 

Key opportunities and risks: 

Resource Growth:  

DDD holds over 70km2 of ground within the Adelong 
Goldfield. There are at least 20 identified gold reef lines, with 
over 15km of strike, with a mostly N-S orientation of veins 
(with the exception of Gibraltar which has a N-E orientation). 

The Adelong Goldfield consists of a dense and complex 
array of shear-zone related vein sets, with little drilling 
conducted outside of the main Challenger orebody (1.0Mt @ 
2.7g/t Au for 89koz). The current resource model extends to 
a depth of 200m, however the drilling shows the high grade 
vein systems continue below the old workings at Challenger. 
The orebody extends over 700m in strike, but importantly the 
host structures have been traced for over 2.5km. 

The recently quoted JORC Resource at Donkey Hill, 
Caledonian and Currajong appear open at depth and along 
strike.Many of the regional prospects at Adelong offer high 
grade gold potential, with numerous historical shafts and 
deposits reporting a mined grade in excess of 30g/t Au. 

Considering both the existing 180koz resource and the high 
grade gold present in the district, we see potential here for 
resources to grow towards 300koz, perhaps more, in coming 
years, assuming an adequate exploration budget. Narrow-
high grade gold projects typically require close spaced 
drilling. We believe resource grade can lift to >5g/t Au over 
time based on a review of historical work, including drilling. 

Many areas with identified gold mineralisation have potential 
to be incorporated into resources, including: 

• Sawpit Deposit where results such as 19m @ 2.1g/t 
Au, 9m @ 3.1g/t Au and 4m @ 3.92g/t Au close to 
surface show potential for an open-cut deposit. 

• Gibraltar Mine with historical production of 140,000oz 
and more recent shallow gold intercepts. 

• Victoria Line Prospects where none of the historically 
mined ore shoots have been tested below old workings. 

• The Challenger Deposit has generated a target down-
dip of the main Challenger orebody, with one drillhole 
that returned 4m @ 7.43g/t Au from 108m having 
intersected what appears to be a sub-parallel structure 
east of the deposit that warrants further drilling. 

• Fletchers and Caledonian Prospects where drilling in 
2013 by Macquarie Gold encountered high grade 
results including 1m @ 17.0g/t Au at Fletchers and 1m 
@ 14.2g/t Au at Caledonian.  

Numerous other prospects exist for immediate drilling and 
potential expansion of resources, including Donkey Hill 
where historical intercepts include 3m @ 17.6g/t Au and 1m 
@ 68g/t Au both reported below the historic shaft, less than 
150m below surface and open at depth. 

Production Concepts:  Based on our site inspection in late 
September 2020, the existing plant at Adelong appears 
largely in very good condition. Cost estimates are currently 
being finalised to refurbish the plant (<A$5M anticipated). 

With the plant’s redesigned and upgraded target capacity of 
275ktpa, the plant could initially operate on a day-shift only 
basis of say 120-150ktpa while development approvals are 
obtained to potentially bring additional near-mine resources 
into production. A feasibility was completed in 2000, and 
much of this work is being updated currently ahead of plant 
commissioning planned for 2021. 

At full capacity (>275ktpa, 24hrs/day) the plant could have a 
6.5year mine life based on current resources. We see both 
open-cut and underground mining potential. 

Our base case development scenario assumes throughput 
of 300ktpa by Year 3 of operations, at a capital cost of A$5M 
plus A$25M in ongoing development costs over the 4.6 years 
mining period (to develop underground ore, mostly). 

Longer term (say 2 to 4 years) expansion to 500ktpa may be 
possible, assuming exploration success and development of 
several open-cut and underground ore sources which need 
to be defined through drilling to JORC (Indicated) status. 

In the short term the Company is investigating processing old 
mullock heaps which have a grade of up to 2g/t Au (assuming 
some basic screening) to recover most of the 6koz of gold 
contained within the dumps. Initially the plan was to toll treat 
material, but with the planned changes in plant design it 
appears more feasible to process this material onsite. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investment Comment:  
 
The project offers gold price leverage, and certainly 
leverage to exploration with anticipated low discovery 
costs. Our price target of 2cps assumes the following: 

• Growth in resources (300koz Au medium term) 

• Bonanza grades in some drilling (>15g/t Au 
expected at times based on historical drilling) 

• Profitable production (2021 target) generating 
cashflow, albeit modest at first 

• Sustained AUD gold price strength 
(>A$2300/oz). 

Potential catalysts in 2021 include resource upgrades, 
further positive exploration results and initial mine funding, 
and the planned in-specie distribution of Cosmo Gold 
shares 1Q21 is a bonus. 

We obtain a target valuation range for Adelong of A$38M-
A$77M based on two independent valuation methods 
(conceptual NPV and market-based comparables). Mid-
point A$58M. Our price target is based on this mid-point. 

The recent Dargues Reef acquisition nearby in NSW for 
A$200M by Aurelia Metals (ASX: AMI, acquired at a solid 
A$575/oz resource multiple) also shows the potential here 
medium term. Dargues Reef is scheduled to mine 300ktpa 
at ~5g/t to produce 40-50kozpa. The mine has JORC 
(2012) Resources of 1.59Mt @ 6.8g/t Au for 348koz. 

Any investment in DDD is speculative, and investors 
should be aware of the potential need for ongoing equity 
financing. Risks to our assumption outside of macro-
economics, relate to the speed at which DDD can execute 
on achieving progress such as drilling, cashflow from early 
mine production, and resource growth which we see as a 
key future driver of the share price. 
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KEY TENEMENTS 
 

 
Source: Company Supplied  

 
 
JORC RESOURCES 
 

 
 
 
Adelong Gold Project (DDD, 100%) 
 
Exploration Summary and History 

The Adelong Goldfield was discovered in 1857, at the time of the NSW gold-rush in the Bathurst Orange area 
which spread quickly across a large part of the gold-bearing stratigraphy in the Lachlan Fold Belt of NSW. 

Historical production from Adelong is reported at over 800koz of gold (24.9 tonnes) approximately half from 
underground mining. It is anticipated more than this was recovered (particularly from alluvial sources) which did 
not make it into the official records. Some of the historic grades reported from the underground deposits are shown 
below, very high due to the bonanza grades present at the goldfield, combined with some selective hand-mining 
and ore sorting, highlighting the grade potential of the area*. 

7koz @ 52g/t Au

105koz @ 56g/t Au

Donkey Hill

Challenger 62.9koz @ 197g/t Au

Currajong

Gibraltar 141.5koz @ 35g/t Au

Victoria

Lady Mary 3koz @ 22g/t Au

Caledonian 4.8koz @ 70g/t Au

10koz @ 41g/t Au  

*GeoRes, 2016 
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Adelong Gold Project
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0.1
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8
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34.4

100%

407

Currajong

Measured

Total Mineral Resources

100% 157

Inferred

Indicated

Total JORC Category

Challenger Main 

0

Code for reporting mineral resources - Australian:

koz

Project Ore GradeAu

(JORC 2012)
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Equity kt  (100%) g/t Au

Gold

Adelong Goldfield, NSW

Indicated
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The Adelong Project has been explored using modern methods since the 1980’s. Much of this focused on the 
Challenger orebody where historical records showed the presence of wide zones of mineralisation in cross cuts 
driven between the east and west veins.  

By 2000 the project had established reserves based on a positive Feasibility Study conducted at a gold price of 
about A$500/oz. Subsequently, a number of small companies held the project (Golden Cross Resources, ASX: 
GCR, from 2000 to 2007 and Tasman Goldfields, ASX: TGX from 2007 to 2009).  

Until the recent sale, the project was held by private group Macquarie Gold Limited (and subsidiaries, previously 
Somerset Mining). Drilling was conducted in 2011, and 2013 by Macquarie. 

Some drilling was conducted prior to 2009, and an adit driven 400m to the main Challenger orebody, around 75m 
below surface, in the late 1980’s by Pan Aust (and partners). This adit was later refurbished in the 1990s and 
accessed by GCR in 2005 for metallurgical sampling purposes. A bulk sample of 1,200t @ 5.6g/t Au was 
reportedly taken by Pan Aust, and it was noted drilling may under-sample grades by as much as 50%, based on 
the reconciliation with the bulk sample (GeoRes, 2016). 

Geophysics and geochemical sampling has also been undertaken in the two decades since 2000. A summary of 
previous work done on the project includes 36,000m of drilling, airborne and ground geophysics, geochemical 
sampling, extensive metallurgical test work, geotechnical studies for the design of tailings storage facilities, and 
existing site infrastructure.  

 

Figure 2) Location of Adelong Gold Project in NSW, southern Lachlan Fold Belt 
 

 
Source: Company Presentations 

 

The most recent work exploration work prior to DDD ownership involved very detailed magnetics completed on 
an unusually dense 5m line spacing that picked up the underlying structures in the host rocks (Wondalga 
Granodiorite and associated norites). The magnetics highlight the shear zones and basic dyke intrusions and 
have generated a large number of structural targets.  No drilling has been carried out since that geophysical 
survey was done and this is a target for future exploration (refer to DDD ASX release dated 30 September 2020).  

The Challenger deposit consists of 4 principal veins, typically 5-20m wide in shear zones within altered 
granodiorite, with associated dykes and schists. Both disseminated style and higher grade sulphide veins within 
quartz host the gold mineralisation. The current resource model extends to a depth of 200m, however the drilling 
shows that the very high grade vein systems continue below the old workings at Challenger. The orebody extends 
over 700m in strike, but importantly the host structures have been traced for over 2.5km. 

Adelong is located at the 
southern end of the Gilmore 
Suture, a geological structure in 
NSW hosting many major gold 
deposits. 
 
Adelong’s position between two 
major structures of the Wondalga 
Shear to the west and the 
Gilmore Suture to the east create 
the geological structures that can 
host major deposits 
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Adelong Geology and Potential for Discovery 

 
Adelong is located at the southern end of the Lachlan Fold Belt, host to numerous large gold mines including 
Cadia (Newcrest Mining, ASX: NCM) and Lake Cowal (Evolution Mining, ASX: EVN). The Gilmore Suture is a 
large 300km long fault structure, responsible for a number of Au, Cu-Au and similar deposits. 

The Wagga-Omeo Belt is a metamorphic terrain of mid-Ordovician age, intruded by mafic and felsic bodies such 
as granites, granodiorites (the Wondalga Granodiorite at Adelong), gabbros and both mafic and felsic dykes. The 
dykes and associated quartz veining are often closely related to the gold mineralisation. 

The source of gold in the quartz veining is believed to be related to later stage felsic dykes (aplite) with NE 
structures potentially acting as dilation zones.  Potassic alteration and silicification are common to areas with gold 
reefs identified. Gold can be coarse grained (though not always easy to see with the naked eye) present as 
fracture fill, on the edge of pyrite grains, and a coarse crush of 300µm is believed to recover most of the gold 
(>90%, JT Metallurgical Services, 2018). Latest work by DDD suggests even 1mm may be sufficient. 

Many of the regional prospects at Adelong offer high grade gold potential, with many historical mines reporting 
grade in the 50-100g/t range (Figure 4). These grades have also been encountered in drilling. 

To the north of Challenger is Caledonian, which is considered to have potential to be a northern extension of the 
main Challenger orebody. Two shafts were sunk, North Caledonian (98m) and Main Caledonian (195m). Historical 
records indicate a production grade of approximately 65-70g/t Au. At Currajong, a 335m adit is reported (called 
the Boumoya Adit in the 1920’s when excavated). It was refurbished and sampled in the 1980s. 

South west of Challenger is Victoria Hill, where a number of shafts were sunk pre 1900 and relatively extensive 
underground development undertaken. Around 100koz at an average grade of 56g/t Au is reported to have been 
won. Shafts were completed to some depth (up to 304m recorded at Williams, GeoRes, 2016). 

Adelong Consolidated drilled some holes at Donkey Hill in 2003, which was followed up by Macquarie Gold in 
2013. All shallower than 150m, intercepts included 1m @ 68g/t Au and 2m @ 17.6g/t Au (see Figure 6, following). 
The strike length potential was identified as at least 350m in the GeoRes report (2016). Caledonian and Donkey 
Hill both have JORC resources of 157kt @ 6g/t Au (30koz) and 103kt @ 5g/t Au (17koz) respectively and we 
suspect these resources can be increased in size and grade with further drilling. 

Figure 7 shows a longitudinal-section of the main Challenger orebody. There are some high grades reported 
(such as 0.3m @ 155g/t Au, 1m @ 37g/t Au, 1m @ 25.6g/t Au) hence the grade potential may be understated. 

 
 

Figure 4, 5) Regional prospects at the Adelong Project showing historical production 
 

 
Source:  Company Reports, ASX releases. 
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Figure 6) Cross-section of Donkey Hill Prospect 

    
Source:  Adapted from GeoRes (2016). Results referred to in DDD ASX release dated 17 August 2020. 

 

Drilling is planned to recommence 1Q21, with one priority target at the Sawpit deposit (Figure 8). This deposit has 
only limited historic record of production (2koz) and past drilling has shown a broader zone of lower grade 
mineralisation (such as 19m @ 2.1g/t Au) which represents a potential open-cut target. Sawpit is the southern 
most deposit on a line of workings that can be traced for a further 3km, with no drilling yet conducted. Open-cut 
potential is the initial focus for planned drilling, however intercepts can be followed up at depth to identify high 
grade underground mining targets to be part of the expanded mine plan to be developed alongside the planned 
plant expansion. 

 

Figure 7) Longitudinal-section, Challenger ore body, Adelong 

 
   Source:  Adapted from GCR (2002), refer to DDD ASX release dated 16 May 2020. 
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Figure 7) Sawpit deposit, Adelong 

 
Source: Company ASX release 29 September 2020. 

 

Project Development Potential 
 

The Challenger orebody (1Mt @ 2.7g/t Au for 89koz) has been the focus of previous mining efforts, including as 
recently as 2017. The orebody is amenable to low cost UG techniques (long-hole open-stoping) due to the width 
(5-15m average) and high-grade core (previously quoted at 0.45Mt @ 5g/t Au for 72koz, non-JORC, GeoRes, 
2016). 

Development of this underground deposit is on the cards for DDD medium term, however as announced to the 
ASX, the current focus is both on drilling to grow resources and refurbishing the plant to enable gold production 
to recommence in 2021 from the various potential ore sources at the site. 

One near-term source is waste dump material believed to consist of 119kt @ 1.54g/t Au (5.9koz) after some of 
the lower grades dumps were excluded. This was last estimated in 2006 (non-JORC 2012) however at the time 
simple screening of the material was said to upgrade it to 2.0g/t Au. Investigation into using this material to 
commission the newly upgraded plant has commenced (refer to ASX release dated 8 October 2020). 

Also, there is believed to be 500kt of possible open cut material potentially grading 3.5g/t Au which is also a focus 
of early mine planning work, conducted in conjunction with planning of the next round of drilling (subject to rig 
availability) for early 2021. 

Whilst ramp-up of the project to a reasonable level of up to 300ktpa is planned (nominal plant capacity of 275ktpa) 
this will require permitting for 24hr operations, hence is not anticipated until 2022, giving the company ample time 
to assess which ore sources can be mined to add to the most value in the near-term, with a focus on grade. 

We see potential for reserves of 250koz and 500koz over time, assuming a degree of exploration success and 
continuation of the very high gold grades seen both in past drilling, and in historic production records. Shallow 
targets likely the focus initially, however the persistence of gold reef at reasonable depths (>300m in some shafts) 
indicates that the mineralisation likely continues to considerable depth. The scale of the Dargues Reef Mine 
(300ktpa processed to produce 40-50kozpa at 5g/t Au) is a good comparable target. 
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For the purposes of our production forecasts we have assumed the Base Case to be the development of existing 
resources (1.81Mt @ 3.1g/t Au for 180koz) under the planned expanded plant capacity (275ktpa), however we 
believe a potential scenario is that the plant is expanded to accommodate growing resources in future years. 

We believe this project shows potential to define higher grade deposits and see that as upside, with several 
underground mines developed and chased at depth similar to other high-grade deposits.  

The project is permitted for 144ktpa currently (day-shift mining) hence as part of the planned refurbishment to 
275ktpa capacity in 2021, amendment to mining licence conditions to allow for additional mining operations will 
be sought. This is expected to take around 18 months. We assume throughput of 300ktpa is possible. 

 

Table 1) Adelong Gold Mine RCR concepts for gold production  

 
Source:  RCR, December 2020. Note the references to gold production and costs in the above table are conceptual only, 
and in no way are to be interpreted as representative or any production or financial forecast from the Company. No 
production guidance or forecast has been provided by the Company, and thus any estimates are concepts only, with a high 
degree of subjectivity. 

On the operating cost side, history shows costs of small scale production gold mines are often underestimated in 
the feasibility stage, however we have based our estimates on similar gold mines across Australia (such as 
Dargues Reef, Cracow, Darlot, Tomingley and others).  

Our sensitivity analysis shows the project is likely to be robust, and capable of wearing both higher costs and 
lower gold prices than taken into account in our base-case modelling work. We assume site cost of A$140-150/t 
including sustaining capital, delivering AISC of A$1469/oz in our base case scenario (at A$2,500/oz gold price). 

Gold is recovered to concentrate which can then be sold to local mines or exported. The concentrate is forecast 
to be of high quality and grade (50-70g/t Au). Including payability, transport and other costs (ex-royalties) we 
assume 90% net gold payability. 

Our upside scenario assumes a 500ktpa plant in three years, allowing time for exploration and permitting, with 
development of several underground mines (2-3 declines) at a capital cost of A$43M, including upgrade of 
processing at the site (A$10-15M) in Year’s 3-4. The mid-level scenario takes an approach in between. In all 
cases we assume quite a modest grade (3.4g/t Au to 4.64g/t Au) hence see upside here based on prospectivity. 

The modelling (Table 1) shows the leverage of the project to both grade and throughput. Our mining scenarios as 
shown are perhaps conservative on the grade side (base case 3.4g/t Au, mid-point 4.0g/t Au and upside case 
4.6g/t Au) based on the historical mined grades (>30g/t Au on average based on historical records). 

Conceptually, some underground orebodies at Adelong could have a head grade of 6-8g/t, however further drilling 
is required and mine reserve estimation work conducted before this can be taken as likely. We see good potential 
for narrow high grade (hand-held) and mechanised underground mining of gold reefs in the Adelong Goldfield 
which were mined historically at 30-100g/t Au on average. To put that in perspective, at roughly 150g/t Au that is 
A$500 worth of contained gold in every 20kg bag sent for processing. Quite efficient hand-sorting of ore no doubt 
at the time. The ore is quite hard due to the quartz content, and benefits from a relatively coarse 2-stage crush 
and grind to recover >90% of the gold into concentrate (1mm). 

 

 

Key Parameter Unit Base-case Mid-Point Upside-case

Gold Price: Spot 4/12/20 A$/oz 2,500 2,500 2,500

Reserve Assumption kt 1.39Mt @ 3.4g/t Au 2.0Mt @ 4.0g/t Au 3.92Mt @ 4.64g/t Au

Plant Capacity/Mine Life Years 300ktpa/ 4.6 years 400ktpa/5.5 years 500ktpa/ 8 years

Gold Recovered (LOM): 90% kozpa 173 235 500

Revenue A$M 307 524 1305

Capital Cost-Staged/startup A$M 5 16 30

Capital Costs- Other LOM A$M 23 34 67

Site Costs (average) A$/t 120 110 105

EBITDA (LOM) A$M 142 300 893

EBITDA (Average per yr) A$M 28 55 112

Peak gold production kozpa 40 50 72

Free Cashflow (LOM) A$M 76 172 565

Free Cashflow (Av/pa) A$M 16 31 71

C1 Cash Cost (Au) A$/oz 1200 960 810

AISC A$/oz 1467 1250 1080

NPV (8%, undiscounted) A$M 60 110 310

Payback Months 6 7 10
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.Conceptual Project Valuation 

Predevelopment gold projects typically trade at a 50% discount to NPV on average, however as the project 
progresses towards production (and is funded through debt and equity typically) the market tends to value gold 
companies and projects closer to the NPV of defined reserves, or sometimes at a premium depending on project 
quality and size (and gold price assumption). There is of course a large variation, and high degree of subjectivity. 

In the case of exploration stories, the market is currently applying high multiples per resource ounce (a common 
value comparison illustrated in company presentations) depending on the quality of ounces and the expectation 
of further discovery. Higher grade projects, or those which have demonstrated rapid resource growth, often will 
trade at multiples of those companies with lower quality ounces (read: grade, location, mineability). 

On the ASX, pre-development emerging gold companies trade around A$100-150/oz (A$150/oz on average 
including DEG, Figure 9) depending on grade and scale (larger projects >1Moz typically trade at a premium to 
smaller projects) thus from a market comparison perspective, DDD can be considered undervalued on current 
JORC Resources alone. 

It is reasonable to assume a multiple at 1x industry average for the Adelong Project, perhaps higher due to the 
high grade apparent. Applying this multiple to our conceptual resource of 300koz in the next year or so (currently 
180koz) this delivers a value of A$45M based on a market multiple of ~A$150/oz. 

The recent acquisition of nearby Dargues Reef gold mine by Aurelia Metals (ASX: AMI) for A$200M on 
metrics of A$990/oz reserves and A$574/oz resources (1.59Mt @ 6.8g/t Au for 348koz) is very bullish in 
terms of potential longer term valuation target for Adelong. 

We ran a series of cashflow or NPV scenarios (as shown in Table 1). Taking the midpoint scenario of 35% of NPV 
derives a valuation of A$39M (at spot gold price A$2500/oz) supporting the alternative market-based valuation 
method (Table 2, below). Sensitivity to the A$ gold price is illustrated in Figure 9. 

Industry average resource discovery for Measured or Indicated resources is closer to US$85/oz (A$112/oz, 
Schodde, 2019) compared to DDD trading at US$47.50/oz (A$63/oz) currently. 

Considering 53koz were added to the JORC (2012) by simply re-modelling of data and no new drilling, we expect 
drilling to add to the resource inventory over time. 

Narrow high grade orebodies often take longer to drill-out than might be anticipated, hence we assume relatively 
modest resource growth for now. Once the market responds, and appropriate funding can be dedicated to 
resource drilling, a target JORC Resource of 300-500koz shown in Table 2 below may be achieved. 

 

Table 2) Target valuation range based on potential resource growth 

 

Source:  RCR estimates, 4 December 2020. Note the above ranges are conceptual only, and not based on 
published mine plans or reserves. The company has not issued any production forecast, thus no inference is to 
be made that the conceptual production levels or resources will be achieved. The above analysis should not be 
used as the basis for any investment decision and is illustrative of potential only. 

  

  

Valuation Method Base-case Mid-point Upside-case 

Conceptual Spot DCF (8%) A$60M A$110M A$310M

DCF factor applied 50% 35% 25%

Discounted NPV A$30M A$39M A$78M

Target Resource (JORC, koz) 300 400 500

A$150/oz Resources A$45M A$60M A$75M

Average A$38M A$50M A$77M
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Figure 8) Gold price sensitivity (conceptual base case Stage 1 NPV scenario) 

  

  Source:  RCR estimates. Spot pricing at as 4 December 2020. 

 

 

Figure 9) ASX comparison on gold resources 

 

Source:  RCR estimates 4 December 2020 based on published JORC (2012) gold resources. 
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   Figure 10) Adelong Site Photos (September, 2020)  
 

 
Source:  MineInvest/RCR (Clockwise from top left: Existing processing equipment indoors, the current ball 
mill, view of the mine from recent Currajong drilling site, historic structures along Adelong Creek, quartz-
sulphide vein at surface) 

 
      

Cosmo-Newberry Gold IPO 
 

As announced by DDD on 10 October 2020, a new prescribed body corporate has been formed to manage the 
Cosmo-Newberry Aboriginal Reserve. This has allowed the company to proceed to negotiate access agreements, 
which are anticipated to be forthcoming shortly ahead of the planned IPO in 1Q21.  

The large tenement holding covers a major structure of the entire Cosmo-Newberry Greenstone Belt, believed to 
be analogous to the Yarmana/Dorothy Hills tenements of Gold Road Resources (ASX: GOR). Gold Road currently 
holds a 50% interest in the Gruyere Gold Mine which hosts a resource of 154Mt @ 1.34g/t Au for 6.6Moz (90% 
Measured & Indicated). The Gruyere Gold Mine produces 250-300kozpa and has an implied market valuation of 
A$2B (100% basis calculated using GOR price of A$1.10/share as at 4 December 2020). 

High grade gold has previously been identified from outcrop, and past sampling, in the north of the tenement area. 
To the south, much of the ground is covered by sand, however geophysics shows continuation of structures and 
anomalies which warrant follow-up. 

As announced on 27 August, DDD plan to spin-out Cosmo-Newberry and has appointed a broker to manage the 
Cosmo Gold Pty Ltd IPO. The plan is to raise up to A$5M, with DDD shareholders to retain a stake potentially 
worth A$3M via an in-specie distribution. A timetable for the planned IPO has been published. 
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DISCLOSURE AND DISCLAIMER 
Important Information 

Resource Capital Research Pty Limited (referred to as “we”, “our”, or “RCR” herein) ACN 111 
622 489 holds an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFS Licence number 325340). General advice 
is provided by RCR’s Authorised Representatives Dr Tony Parry (Authorised Representative number 
328842) and Mr Geoff Muers (Authorised Representative number 001252594). The FSG is available at 
www.rcresearch.com.au. All references to currency are in Australian dollars unless otherwise noted.  

This report and its contents are intended to be used or viewed only by persons resident and 
located in Australia and therein only where RCR’s services and products may lawfully be 
offered.  The information provided in this report is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person 
or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation or which would subject RCR or its affiliates to any registration requirement within such 
jurisdiction or country.   

This report and its contents are not intended to constitute a solicitation for the purchase of 
securities or an offer of securities.  The information provided in this report has been prepared without 
taking account of your particular objectives, financial situation or needs.  You should, before acting on 
the information provided in this report, consider the appropriateness of the purchase or sale of the 
securities of the companies that are the subject of this report having regard to these matters and, if 
appropriate, seek professional financial, investment and taxation advice.  RCR does not guarantee the 
performance of any investment discussed or recommended in this report.  Any information in this report 
relating to the distribution history or performance history of the securities of the companies that are the 
subject of this report, should not be taken as an indication of the future value or performance of the 
relevant securities.  

In preparing this report, RCR analysts have relied upon certain information provided by 
management of the companies that are the subject of this report or otherwise made publicly 
available by such companies.  The information presented and opinions expressed herein are 
given as of the date hereof and are subject to change.  We hereby disclaim any obligation to 
advise you of any change after the date hereof in any matter set forth in this report.  THE 
INFORMATION PRESENTED, WHILE OBTAINED FROM SOURCES WE BELIEVE RELIABLE, IS 
CHECKED BUT NOT GUARANTEED AGAINST ERRORS OR OMISSIONS AND WE MAKE NO 
WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AND DISCLAIM AND NEGATE 
ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OR LIABILITY CONCERNING THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR 
RELIABILITY OF, OR ANY FAILURE TO UPDATE, ANY CONTENT OR INFORMATION HEREIN.  

This report and the information filed on which it is based may include estimates and projections 
which constitute forward looking statements that express an expectation or belief as to future 
events, results or returns.  No guarantee of future events, results or returns is given or implied 
by RCR.  Estimates and projections contained herein, whether or not our own, are based on 
assumptions that we believe to be reasonable at the time of publication, however, such forward-looking 
statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors which could cause actual results to differ 
materially from the estimates and projections provided to RCR or contained within this report.    

This report may, from time to time, contain information or material obtained from outside sources with 
the permission of the original author or links to web sites or references to products, services or 
publications other than those of RCR. The use or inclusion of such information, material, links or 
references does not imply our endorsement or approval thereof, nor do we warrant, in any manner, the 
accuracy of completeness of any information presented therein.  

RCR, its affiliates and their respective officers, directors and employees may hold positions in the 
securities of the companies featured in this report and may purchase and/or sell them from time to time 
and RCR and its affiliates may also from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, 
or solicit investment banking or other business from, entities mentioned in this report. 3D Resources 
Limited commissioned the author and RCR to compile this report as part of a one-off contract. In 
consideration, the author and RCR charge the company a cash and/or shares consultancy fee of under 
$12,000. RCR may receive ongoing consulting fees, and/or referral fees from issuing companies or 
their advisors in respect of investors that RCR refers to companies looking to raise capital.  Those fees 
vary, but are generally between 0 - 6% of the value of capital raised either directly or from referrals 
made by RCR. At the date of this report, neither RCR, nor any of its associates, hold any interests or 
entitlements in shares mentioned in this report, with the exception that John Wilson owns shares in 
Gold Road Resources Limited. 

Analyst Certification: All observations, conclusions and opinions expressed in this report reflect the 
personal views of RCR analysts and no part of the analyst’s or RCR’s compensation was, is, or will be, 
directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in the report.  Officers, 
directors, consultants, employees and independent contractors of RCR are prohibited from trading in 
the securities of U.S. companies that are, or are expected to be, the subject of research reports or other 
investment advice transmitted to RCR clients for a blackout window of 14 days extending before and 
after the date such report is transmitted to clients or released to the market. 

Cautionary Note to Foreign Investors Concerning Estimates of Measured, Indicated and Inferred 
Resources: RCR publishes mineral resources based on standards recognized and required under 
securities legislation where listed mining and exploration companies make their exchange filings and 
uses the terms “measured", "indicated" and "inferred" mineral resources. Foreign investors are advised 
that while such terms are recognized and required under foreign securities legislation, certain foreign 
exchanges (such as the U.S. SEC) allows disclosure only of mineral deposits that can be economically 
and legally extracted. Foreign investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of measured, 
indicated or inferred resources can be converted into reserves or economically or legally mined.  

Not For Distribution Or Release In The United States. 

 


